Olson (2009) argues that time does not pass because (i) if it did it would have to pass at some rate, and (ii) there is no rate at which it could pass. This, he avers, refutes the 'dynamic view' according to which 'the passage of time is a genuine process of change in the temporal properties of times, events, or persisting objects ' (2009: 4). Moreover, since all tensed views of time entail the dynamic view, they must be abandoned too.
Precisely this objection is made by Price (1996: 13) . Maudlin (2002: 262) supplies the right response. Units in a rate do not cancel out as if we were reducing a fraction to its simplest terms. A rate is a ratio of two quantities, a relation one quantity bears to another. One second divided by one second is one, and one is not a rate of change, just as Olson says. But one second per second is not one second divided by one second, and it is not equal to one. One second per second is a ratio of time to unit time, a relation between two amounts of time, whereas neither one second divided by one second nor one is a ratio or relation of quantities.
It is easy to be misled here. Fractions or quotients can sometimes be used to express ratios (and rates), at least as long as we know what it is we are expressing. But ratios are not fractions. A fraction is simply one number divided by another. Thus, n/n ¼ 1, where n 6 ¼ 0. In contrast, a ratio, n:m, is the relation one quantity bears to another. It does not equal one even if n ¼ m. 1 Though the Oxford English Dictionary is quite clear on these points, mathematical dictionaries are not always helpful. Witness: 'The ratio of two numbers r and s is written r/s, where r is the numerator and s is the denominator. The ratio of r to s is equivalent to the quotient r/s' and likewise, 'The term ''quotient'' is most commonly used to refer to the ratio q ¼ r/s of two quantities r and s, where s 6 ¼ 0' (Weisstein 2009 : entries on 'Ratio' and 'Quotient', respectively). There is absolutely nothing wrong with using these terms so defined but in the present context it is crucial to realize that rates of passage are not quotients.
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we agree upon will be a rate of square feet per foot. Such exchanges are everyday. Yet, if Olson were right we could demonstrate that the exchange of tile for liquorice was impossible. For by his logic we could cancel out feet and give the rate as n feet. And, of course, n feet is not a rate.
Olson might object to Maudlin's example that the units when fully expressed are square feet of tile and feet of liquorice, and go on to insist that these cannot be cancelled. It is easy to finesse the objection. Imagine a tile exchange where tiles of different colours are traded. Rates are expressed in terms of square feet of colour c 1 per square foot of colour c 2 . So far no illconceived 'cancelling' is even tempting. However, a little reflection suffices to show that it is essential for the operation of any realistic exchange that there is an exchange rate for tiles of the same colour. To keep things simple assume that this is a rate of one square foot per square foot.
Why do we need such a rate? Well imagine Tyler has a large 4 0 Â 4 0 blue tile and wishes to exchange it for eight small 1 0 Â 1 0 red tiles and the difference in small 1 0 Â 1 0 blue tiles. Red tiles trade at two square foot of red per square foot of blue. Thus, with his 16 square foot blue tile, Tyler can acquire the eight small red tiles he wants and still have 12 square foot of blue tile left over. How many small 1 0 Â 1 0 blue tiles can he acquire for this remainder? The answer is obvious: 12. The reason, as a 'tile exchange theorist' might put it, is, of course, that the exchange rate for blue tiles is one square foot of blue tile per square foot of blue tile. Again, if Olson were right, this would be nonsense. There could be no such rate, for it would be equal to one, and one is merely a dimensionless number not a rate. But Olson has misunderstood rates. His argument leaves the dynamic theorist in no worse a position than the tile exchange theorist. No doubt there are powerful theoretical reasons to question the passage of time. This is not one.
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